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Abstract
The type II transmembrane serine protease TMPRSS2 facilitates the entry of coronaviruses, such as SARS-CoV-2, into host cells
by cleaving the S1/S2 interface of the viral spike protein. Based on structural data derived from X-ray crystallographic data of related
trypsin-like proteases, a homology model of TMPRSS2 is described and validated using the broad spectrum COVID-19 drug
candidate camostat as a probe. Both active site recognition and catalytic function are examined using quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics molecular dynamic (QM/MM MD) simulations of camostat and its active metabolite, 4-(4-guanidinobenzoyloxy)
phenylacetate (GBPA). Substrate binding is shown to be primarily stabilized through salt bridge formation between the shared
guanidino pharmacophore and D435 in pocket A (flanking the catalytic S441). Based on the binding mode of GBPA, residues
K342 and W461 have been identified as potential contacts involved in TMPRSS2 selective binding and activity. Additional data is
reported that indicates the transition state structure is stabilized through H-bonding interactions with the backbone N–H groups
within an oxyanion hole following bottom-side attack of the carbonyl by S441. This is supported by prior work on related serine
proteases suggesting further strategies to exploit in the design of more potent inhibitors. Taken overall, the proposed structure along
with the key contact sites and mechanistic features identified should prove highly advantageous to the design and rational
development of safe and effective therapeutics that target TMPRSS2 and avoid inhibition of other trypsin-dependent processes.
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Introduction

Many viruses, including the novel SARS-CoV-2, require
host mediated spike (S) protein processing to gain cell entry
[1, 2]. The spike protein is comprised of two functional
subunits responsible for binding to the host cell surface
receptor (S1 subunit) and fusion of the viral and cellular
membranes (S2 subunit) [3]. Recent work has shown that
the SARS-CoV-2 virus uses the angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) as a receptor for the unprimed S protein
[2]. Once bound to ACE2, the type II transmembrane serine
protease (TTSP) subfamily member, TMPRSS2, primes S
by cleaving the S1/S2 interface found in the polybasic
sequence P681RRAR↓SVA688 [4]. This step promotes a
sequence of conformational changes that induce the fusion
between the virus envelope and the host cell membrane [4].
While both ACE2 and TMPRSS2 are intimately involved in
S protein processing, the latter is essential for not only
SARS-CoV-2, but most other clinically relevant influenza
and coronavirus infections [5–7]. In vivo studies have
shown that TMPRSS2-knockout mice exhibit milder influ-
enza symptoms as well as reduced death rates when com-
pared to their wild type counterparts [8]. Similarly, mice
with under expressed TMPRSS2 in their bronchial path
cells show less severe lung pathologies after being infected
with the coronaviruses SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV [9].

The catalytic mechanism of TMPRSS2 is well docu-
mented. The enzyme belongs to the trypsin-like serine
protease family, one of the largest protease families in
humans and mammals [10]. Sequence analyses have
shown the multi-domain structure consists of an N-
terminal membrane-spanning domain, a low-density
lipoprotein receptor class A domain, and a protease
domain [10, 11] containing the catalytic triad H296/
D345/S441 [5]. Proteases in this family cleave peptide
bonds at the carboxy-side of positively charged amino
acid sidechains, such as arginine and lysine [12]. Sub-
strate recognition of the substrate is driven by the for-
mation of a salt link between the charged sidechain and a
highly conserved aspartate within a polar pocket of the
active site [12]. They also share common mechanistic
features including the formation of an acyl-enzyme
intermediate that forms in a rapid burst phase following
substrate recognition. This intermediate, however, is short
lived and undergoes general base catalyzed hydrolysis
mediated by the polarized histidine to complete the cat-
alytic cycle [13]. Although no selective inhibitors of
TMPRSS2 are known, recent work has shown SARS-
CoV-2 entry is inhibited by two broad spectrum serpins,

camostat [14] and nafamostat shown in Fig. 1 [15]. Both
drugs display the generic guanidino pharmacophore
recognized by all trypsin-like proteases and form stable
acyl-enzyme intermediates to effectively block substrate
binding [12]. However, the lack of selectivity is proble-
matic in the development of safe and effective ther-
apeutics that target TMPRSS2 and avoid wholesale
inhibition of trypsin-dependent processes.

Despite the significance of TMPRSS2 in fighting SARS,
MERS, and influenza, the discovery of selective drugs has
proven elusive. To date no X-ray crystallographic data has
surfaced to structurally characterize substrate or inhibitor
complexes with TMPRSS2 or other related TTSP’s. This is
most likely due to the inherent difficulties associated with
solving crystal structures of membrane bound proteins. The
lack of structural data, however, has significantly hindered
structure-based design efforts to identify selective
TMPRSS2 agents. Fortunately, TMPRSS2 shows sig-
nificant sequence identity with other trypsin-like serine
proteases that have been structurally resolved including
human plasma kallikrein, factor Xia, and hepsin [16–19]. In
addition, crystallographic data are available to validate
binding site models of camostat [20] and nafamostat [21]. In
this study, we apply model building techniques and mole-
cular dynamics (MDs) simulations to construct a 3-
dimensional model of TMPRSS2. Enzyme complexes of
camostat bound through all stages of catalysis (substrate
binding, transition state formation, and acylation) are also
presented and compared with X-ray crystallographic data
from related proteases. A particular emphasis is placed on
active site analysis (steric fit and polarity) and the identifi-
cation of structural features that provide new insight to the
design of selective compounds.

Fig. 1 Clinically used suicide inhibitors of TMPRSS2 highlighting the
scissile ester bond (bracketed) and key guanidino pharmacophore
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Results and discussion

Homology model

The total sequence identity between the templates and
TMPRSS2 ranged between 34.9 and 43.6%, with prostasin
and plasma Kallikrein A having the lowest and highest
sequence identity, respectively. The total sequence identity
between the templates and TMPRSS2, as well as the amino
acid sequence range corresponding to the trypsin-like region
are presented in Table S1. The template with the highest
overall sequence identity was that of the plasma Kallikrein
A (PDB: 2ANY). A total of 61 residues were fully con-
served in all seven sequences, including the catalytic triad:
H296, D345, and S441 (based on TMPRSS2 sequence
numbering), and the anchoring salting bridge D435.
Figure 2 shows the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) and
consensus of TMPRSS2, at the 50 and 100% level, with the
template structure sequences. The MSA for all sequences
used in this study is shown in Fig. S1.

The tertiary structure and solvent accessible surface of
the consensus homology model (TMPRSS2hm) created by
Prime is shown in Fig. 3A. The atomic coordinates of the
homology model are provided as a PDB file in the elec-
tronic Supporting Information section. The extracellular
structure of TMPRSS2hm is characterized by a solvent
exposed cleft that harbors the catalytic triad and several
polar pockets. The N-terminal region of TMPRSS2hm
which connects to the transmembrane domain of the protein
is labeled for clarity but is not included here. The catalytic
triad is shown in Fig. 3B. A brief analysis of the active site
geometry indicates H296 forms a hydrogen bond network
with S441 and D345. This network allows a proton to be

efficiently transferred from S441 to H296 which activates
the serine for a nucleophilic attack of the bound substrate. In
addition, D345 is in the correct hydrogen bonding position
to stabilize the positive charge of H296 in the transition
state. For this reason, the triad is often referred to as a
charge relay that functions to polarize S441 while reducing
the activation energy of T.S. complex formation. The highly
conserved aspartate D435 lies in a partially buried polar
pocket adjacent to S441. This residue is the primary
recognition element of all trypsin-like proteases and repre-
sent the key anchor point to the positively charged side-
chains of lysine and arginine residues of the substrate. The

Fig. 2 Multiple sequence alignment of trypsin-like portion of TMPRSS2 showing the percent sequence identity with respect to the template
structures and secondary structure-forming residues. Pockets A–E refer to the identified binding sites, see Fig. 3

Fig. 3 TMPRSS2 homology model. A Tertiary structure of
TMPRSS2hm showing its relative position to the extracellular matrix
and transmembrane anchor. The gray surface corresponds to the van
der Waals surface area, loops are shown in mauve, α-helices in aqua,
and β-sheets in purple. B Catalytic triad of TMPRSS2hm, S441, H296
and D345, showing the distance between donor protons and acceptor
heavy atoms
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pKa values for the titratable residues in the active site,
calculated using Epik, are 7.05 (H296) and 3.09 (D345),
and 7.01 for the anchoring aspartate (D435).

Apo TMPRSS2hm

The final TMPRSS2 homology model (TMPRSS2hm) pas-
sed the “Verify 3D” check after the serial refinement of the
six loops outlined in the methods section. Also, all residues
of TMPRSS2hm, except A69 and V179, are in favorable
regions of the Ramachandran plot (Fig. S2). Next, the
structural stability of the apo form of TMPRSS2hm was
studied via MD simulations. Two independent simulations
starting from the same initial pose were carried out using
two force field models including the conventional ff14SB
(with a TIP3P water box) and the implicitly polarized
ff15ipq (with a SPCE/b water box). Two sets of geometric
parameters were calculated to determine the relative stability
and strength of the hydrogen bond network in the catalytic
triad. The first set involved the distance between OγS441---
NδH296 and the angle formed between OγS441---HγS441---
NδH296. The second set involved the distance between
NεH296---OδD345 and the angle formed between NεH296---
HεH296---OδD345, where Oδ is the geometric mean between
Oδ1 and Oδ2 of the aspartic acid residue. An analysis of the
ff14SB trajectory indicates the hydrogen bond formed
between H296 and D345 ranges from almost ionic interac-
tions (<3 Å and 120–180°) to weak dipolar electrostatic
interactions (>5 Å). The variance from ideal H-bonding
parameters is even more pronounced in the S441 to H296
geometry which adopts an OγS441---HγS441---NδH296 angle
from 30 to 60°. A visual inspection of the frames containing
this angle show this corresponds to a weak hydrogen bond
between HγS441 and an adjacent backbone carbonyl oxygen
of residue G449. On the other hand, the ff15ipq trajectories
produce hydrogen bonding parameters that are much closer
to published X-ray crystallographic data. The hydrogen
bond interaction between H296 and D345 is tightened to a
narrower range (2.5–3.0 Å and 150–180°) and the network
involving S441 adopts a more linear orientation (135–160°)
that forms over a shorter heteroatom distance (4.5–5.5 Å),
the results are compared in Fig. S3. The results suggest that
ff14SB is capable of keeping the stability of the active site
geometry for shorter simulations (<2.5 ns) however, for
longer time scales the terms of the ff14SB force field are not
adequate to capture the dynamics of the active site geometry.
On the other hand, the ff15ipq force field is capable of
properly keeping the active site geometry for up to 10 ns
simulation time scales. The data highlights the importance of
including implicitly polarized terms in force field calcula-
tions involving strong H-bonding and ionic interactions and
is the method of choice in all subsequent calculations
reported here. The salt bridge stability results obtained from

our simulations are in agreement with the data presented by
Ahmed et al. [22]. This group has demonstrated in an
extensive benchmarking study that the ff15ipq force field is
the best at replicating the salt bridge interactions observed
from NMR experiments.

Enzyme–ligand complexes

Docking

Static enzyme–ligand complexes were generated using
Glide and the equilibrated apo form of TMPRSS2hm as a
template. In all cases, the best scored poses located the
benzoyl guanidino moiety in the primary recognition pocket
A as shown in Fig. 4A. This pocket contains the highly
conserved aspartate that is common to all trypsin-like pro-
teases and the key anchor point to the positively charged
guanidino group [10, 11]. The terminal dimethyl amide
group was found to dock in four favorable poses in discrete
sites referred to as Pockets B–E (highlighted in Fig. 4B).
Three out the four pockets (B, C, and E) have highly polar,
electronegative surfaces, whereas Pocket D shows a neutral
surface charge. The cdock algorithm was applied to simu-
late nucleophilic attack by S441 to any of the three carbonyl
carbons of the substrate. Two transition state poses were
observed, and both were due to selective addition of the
catalytic serine to the carbonyl carbon between the two
benzene rings. In the first pose, S441 attacks the carbonyl
from above which results in the oxyanion pointing towards
H296, Fig. 4C. In the second pose, S441 attacks the car-
bonyl from below which results in the oxyanion pointing
towards the oxyanion hole formed by G439 and S441,
Fig. 4D. The cdock score for the first and second pose was
−6.41 kcal/mol and −7.08 kcal/mol, respectively.

In addition, literature reports have shown that camostat
is hydrolyzed by carboxylesterase (CES) to form an
active metabolite 4-(4-guanidinobenzoyloxy) phenylace-
tate (GBPA, see Methods) [23]. Similar to camostat,
GBPA standard docking results located the benzoyl
guanidino moiety in the primary recognition pocket A.
The terminal carboxyl group, however, did not make any
contacts with any of the residues that form the binding
cleft. The cdock algorithm was applied to simulate
nucleophilic attack by S441 to any of the carbonyl car-
bons in GBPA. A single transition state pose observed
due to selective addition of the catalytic serine to the
carbonyl carbon between the two benzene rings. The pose
obtained is due to an attack by S441 from below which
results in the oxyanion pointing towards the oxyanion
hole formed by G439 and S441, akin to the camostat pose
shown in Fig. 4D. The terminal carboxyl group of GBPA
is <3 Å away from K342, suggesting the formation of an
anchoring salt bridge.
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Molecular dynamics

Substrate complexes

The enzyme–substrate and TS complexes were evaluated
using quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM)
MDs simulations. In all cases, the ff15ipq and SPCE/b
implicitly polarized force fields were applied as the default
MM parameters. An initial set of simulations were per-
formed on the apo form of the enzyme using QM to model
the residues of the catalytic triad. The resulting trajectories
produced H-bonding distances and geometries in close
agreement with those reported above, indicating the ff15ipq
force field is comparable in capturing these critical inter-
actions. Based on these results, a second system was con-
structed to simulate active site dynamics in which all atoms
of the ligand (camostat) were assigned to the QM portion of
the energy function. Following equilibration, an analysis of
the trajectory showed substrate binding induced a sig-
nificant strengthening of the S441 to H296 H-bonding
interaction. The O–N distance tightens from ~5.0 to 2.9 and
the O–H–N angle is less variable and closer to linearity as
shown in Fig. 5A (left). This geometry, as well as the

orientation of the H296-D435 H-bonding interaction, Fig.
5A (right), is in good agreement with published parameters
derived from X-ray crystallographic data of related serine
proteases (see Table S2) [16–19]. The average distance of
between the oxygen from S441 to the scissile carbonyl bond
of camostat is 3.7 Å, as shown in Fig. 5B. Over the course
of the simulation, the substrate maintains a network of polar
interactions within pocket A. An analysis of the trajectory
indicates that four residues, D435, S436, S463, and G464,
are involved in the formation of hydrogen bonds and salt
bridge interactions with the guanidino group of the ligand.
In 100% of the analyzed frames, at least one hydrogen bond
is formed between the guanidino donor and the acceptor
residues. The maximum number of identified hydrogen
bonds was calculated to be 5. As shown in Fig. 6, the
cumulative distribution function for the number of hydro-
gen bonds indicates that majority of the time there are at
least three hydrogen bonds anchoring the ligand in place.

The last geometric parameter studied was the direction
that the carbonyl oxygen points during the course of the 5 ns
simulated time. A dummy point (DUG439,S441) was defined
as the geometric mean of the oxyanion-hole-forming
backbone nitrogen atoms of G439 and S441. The distance

Fig. 4 Standard and covalent docking. A Camostat docked into
TMPRSS2hm showing the guanidino group in Pocket A relative to the
position of the catalytic S441. Three residues, D435, S436, and G464,
were identified to be forming a salt bridge and hydrogen bonds with
the guanidino moiety in camostat. B Solvent accessible binding cleft
formed by pockets A–E identified from standard docking. In sub-
figures A and B, the red surfaces indicates electronegative regions, the
white surface indicates electroneutral regions, and the blue surface

indicates electropositive regions. C The transition state acyl inter-
mediate after a top nucleophilic attack of S441 causing the negatively
charged oxyanion to point down towards the positively charged cat-
alytic H291; cdock score=−6.41 kcal/mol. D The transition state acyl
intermediate after a bottom-side nucleophilic attack of S441 causing
the negatively charged oxyanion to point up toward the oxyanion hole
formed by G439 and S441; cdock score=−7.08 kcal/mol
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between the carbonyl oxygen in camostat and the dummy
point (C=O---DUG439,S441), and the angle formed between
the carbonyl and dummy point are shown in Fig. 5C. The
average distance of 3.6 Å and angle of 130° positions the
carbonyl for a bottom-side attack by the catalytic serine.
Angles of <90° were not observed, suggesting that top side
addition to the carbonyl is highly unlikely. This is con-
sistent with the mode of attack of other serine proteases, in
which the oxyanion formed during the transition state is
stabilized by the oxyanion hole formed by N–H groups of
the conserved residues G439 and S441.

The QM/MM MD simulation for GBPA showed that
the benzoyl guanidino portion of the molecule behaves
identically to camostat. The average number of anchoring
hydrogen bonds of the guanidino group to pocket A is 3
and the average distance of between the oxygen from
S441 to the scissile carbonyl bond is 3.6 Å. The opposite
end of the GBPA molecule has a negatively charged
carboxy group that initially floats pointing towards the
solvent (i.e., the initial pose from Glide docking). The
position of this carboxy group rapidly changes and within
100 ps of start of the simulation it moves to make a salt
bridge with K342 that lies at the intersection of pockets D
and E as shown in Fig. 7A. The salt bridge contact is
conserved throughout the rest of the simulation time
(1.9 ps) and its average length (DU--NηK342) is 2.1 Å. In
contrast to camostat, the distance and direction of the
carbonyl oxygen of GBPA in relation to the N–H groups

of oxyanion hole is closer. The distance ranges between
1.8 and 3.2 Å and the angle is between 105 and 175°
(compare Fig. 5C vs. Fig. S4). Within the first 100 ps of
the simulation, a π–π contact is also observed between the
aromatic phenyl ring of GPBA and the aryl ring of W461.
The center-of-mass distance between the two ring is 3.8 Å
over a short window of 20 ps. Despite the brevity of the
π–π interaction, it is another possible contact point that
can be exploited to enhance the binding affinity of
TMPRSS2 inhibitors.

Fig. 6 Cumulative distribution function showing the number of
hydrogen bonds formed between the guanidino group and the four
anchor residues D435, S436, S463, and G464

Fig. 5 Camostat QM/MM MD
simulation. TMPRSS2hm as
parameterized using ff15ipq
force field and camostat was
treated as the QM region.
A Hydrogen bond network in
catalytic triad. (left) hydrogen
bond between S441 and H296.
(right) hydrogen bond between
H296 and D345. B Histogram
showing the distribution of the
distance between the oxygen
atom of the catalytic S441 and
the carbonyl carbon in the
scissile bond of camostat.
C Distance and direction of
carbonyl oxygen in relation to
oxyanion hole formed by G439
and S441. In sub-figures A and
C, the yellow regions indicate
the highest conformational
probability, whereas the blue
regions indicate accessible
conformations albeit with a
lower probability of being
observed
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Transition state complexes

To adequately model the covalently bound state of the
substrate, the catalytic serine residue (S441) was included in
the QM grouping of substrate atoms. The starting points for
the MD simulations were taken from the docked structures
as described above. In all cases, the primary pharmacophore
maintained strong salt-link and H-bonding interactions
between the guanidino group and polar sidechains within
pocket A. The degree of flexibility of the tetrahedral

intermediate was assessed by measuring the distance and
angle between the oxyanion and center-point between the
N–H groups of the oxyanion hole (as previously described).
An analysis of the trajectories derived from bottom-side
addition S441 to the carbonyl show the distance between
the oxyanion of the tetrahedral carbon and DU atom
remains between 2.8 and 3.1 Å, while the range of the angle
is 175–180° over the entire simulation time for both
camostat and GBPA. A third simulation was performed on
the TS structure of camostat generated from top side attack
that directs the oxyanion towards the protonated histidine.
In this case, the oxyanion is stabilized by the protonated
histidine in <20% of the simulation time. The rest of the
simulation time the oxyanion is stabilized by water mole-
cules in the solvent box. This highly unstructured transition
state provides additional evidence to conclude that a top
side attack by the nucleophilic serine is highly unlikely.
Significant differences also were noted in the position of the
orientation of the diethylamide of camostat and the carboxy
group of GBPA. In the former, the terminal end (that is
ultimately cleaved through catalysis) was free floating away
from the surface of the cleft into the solvent. In contrast, the
carboxy group of GBPA remained tightly anchored to K342
which in turn may aid in the induction of ester bond clea-
vage. Within 2 ps of equilibration, the O⇨C=O bond was
cleaved, generating the desired acyl-enzyme intermediate
and an ion-pair interaction between the protonated NδH296
and the negatively charged phenolate oxygen. The structural
features are highlighted in Fig. 7B. Since the histidine is not
treated within the QM designated set of atoms, proton
transfer is not observed but the results are quite remarkable
and shows the model is capable of capturing the key
mechanistic features of catalysis.

Conclusion

The significance of TMPRSS2 as a potential therapeutic
target in the design of strategies to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 cell
entry and infection cannot be overstated. Here, we reported
a structural model of the catalytic domain of TMPRSS2
using a combination of homology modeling and MDs
techniques. The fidelity of the model was vetted using
camostat as a model substrate. As expected from prior work
on related trypsin-like proteases, substrate recognition is
conferred through a salt-link interaction between the posi-
tively charge gunidino group and a conserved aspartate
(D345) in a buried pocket adjacent to the catalytic triad. The
alignment of the scissile bond of the ester was shown to be
ideally positioned for nucleophilic attack of the carbonyl
group by S441. The equilibrated substrate-bound structures
also indicate S441 adds to the bottom-side of the carbonyl
group, leading to a TS structure in which the oxygen anion

Fig. 7 GBPA active site interactions. A Substrate binding is conferred
through salt-link interactions between the guanidino group and D435
in pocket A and the phenylacetate group and K342. The catalytic S441
is 3.6 Å away from the reactive carbonyl carbon, and the oxygen
points toward the oxyanion hole formed by G439 and S441. B Acyl
enzyme intermediate and phenolate products formed by collapse of the
TS structure during equilibration. The two salt bridges at the terminal
ends of the molecule (D435 and K342) are conserved. In sub-figures A
and B the red surfaces indicates electronegative regions, the white
surface indicates electroneutral regions, and the blue surface indicates
electropositive regions
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is stabilized through backbone N–H hydrogen bonds with
S441 and G439. This pocket was not evident in the initial
apo enzyme model built structure but adopted a more
recognizable motif in response to substrate binding fol-
lowing equilibration. While we cannot rule out the possi-
bility of a topside attack of the carbonyl leading to
stabilization through salt-link formation with the protonated
catalytic histidine, the resulting structure is less ordered and
unlikely to form based on the data presented here. Sig-
nificant differences in the binding modes observed for
camostat and its active metabolite GBPA were also noted.
Although there is evidence that both camostat and GBPA
have similar potencies, our data suggests that GBPA may
recognize additional epitopes in the cleft of the active site of
TMPRSS2. In particular, the equilibrated structures of
GBPA bound show the phenyl carboxy terminal group
forms a strong salt-link with K342 and a pi stacking inter-
action with W461. Given the solvent exposed surface of the
active site cleft is primarily electronegative in character (due
to the presence of backbone C=O groups), the result is
quite striking and points to a potential element that could be
further exploited in the design of new analogs. Further
support of the significance of these interactions can be
found in the results of GBPA-TS simulation that resulted in
ester bond breakage and product formation. This was
enabled by treating the substrate and catalytic serine
quantum mechanically with the QM/MM hybrid model. It is
reasonable to conclude that the secondary anchor points of
GBPA facilitated the release of product and formation of the
resulting ion-pair interaction with the protonated H296. In
contrast, the terminal dimethyl amide of camostat was
found to adopt multiple positions on the surface of the
active site cleft in the substrate-bound complex and
remained solvent exposed in the TS complex. In terms of
inhibitory activity, however, the significance of these results
is unclear since the first step of the enzymatic reaction
of serine proteases is known to be kinetically facile and
both camostat and GBPA display the same primary
pharmacophore.

Finally, significant effort was devoted here to the eva-
luation and selection of computational methods to best
represent the active site geometry of the catalytic triad and
enzyme–substrate interactions. This was accomplished
through a trial and error process that compared computed
geometries and key contacts with those derived from X-ray
crystallographic data. One of the primary conclusions
reached here pertains to the inherent limitation of conven-
tional pairwise force field terms in capturing induce dipole
many body effects in polar systems. As reported above, the
standard ff14SB force field trajectories failed to capture
the close-knit H-bonding geometries of the catalytic triad in
the apo form of the enzyme. Fortunately, this issue was
addressed by inclusion of the implicitly polarized terms

using the ff15ipq force field. The resulting H-bonding
geometries mimicked those derived from published data on
related serine proteases. The application of QM/MM hybrid
models were also evaluated here. In addition to alleviating
complex protocols to parameterize the substrate, the use of
QM to treat the substrate was found to produce active site
models that better account for the geometry of attack of the
catalytic serine to the carbonyl carbon of the cleavable ester
(in both camostat and GBPA). Furthermore, the approach
allowed bond breaking to occur providing significant
advantages in in modeling the TS structure and product
formation. These protocols should prove useful in facil-
itating future work on TMPRSS2 and related proteases
using computational techniques. In particular, the structures
and methods described here may provide much needed tools
in the design of more potent and selective inhibitors that
block SARS-CoV-2 spike protein by TMPRSS2. The
coordinates of the refined homology model are provided as
a PDB file in the Supporting Information section.

Methods

Homology modeling

The amino acid sequence of TMPRSS2 was retrieved from
the UniProt database (Gene ID: O15393) and crystal
structures with high sequence identity were identified using
the BLASTp algorithm. A total of six crystal structures
were chosen to serve as templates for the homology model
—PDB IDs: 2ANY, 1XX9, 2OQ5, 3P8F, 5CE1, and 3FVF,
the latter one has camostat co-crystallized. All crystal
structure templates were truncated to contain only the
trypsin domain as identified by the Pfam database [24]. The
Prime homology model suite (Schrodinger, Inc) was used to
align the sequences and identify conserved secondary
structure assignments. Six homology models were con-
structed based on each of the six crystal structure templates.
The camostat ligand was included in the model constructed
from the 3FVF template. This was followed by the con-
struction of a single final consensus model using the six
homology models previously built. Similar techniques were
applied in previous work on TMPRSS2 in which models
were built based on a single sequence homology [25–27].
By using multiple templates we have ensured 100% cov-
erage of the TMPRSS2 amino acid sequence as shown in
the Supplementary Fig. S1. The final homology model
obtained (with camostat bound to the active site) is referred
to as TMPRSS2hm. A set of six loop sections near the
active site triad were refined using the loop refinement
functionality of the Prime program. The refined looped
sections were: 39–53, 58–75, 79–91, 172–177, 181–190,
and 193–198. The loop structures were verified using
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“Verify 3D” and checking that all residues fall in favorable
regions of the Ramachandran plot. The final structure was
further refined through a series of short MD simulations as
described below.

Docking

The ligands were constructed using the 2D builder func-
tionality in the Maestro suite (Schrodinger Inc) and assigned
parameters using the OPLS3 force field [28]. Epik was used
to generate all possible protonation states at pH 7. The
receptor docking grid was prepared using the structure with
the lowest total energy from the production MD simulation
run. A cubic sampling box with 15 Å sides was defined at
the center-of-mass of the camostat molecule. Glide’s extra
precision (XP) algorithm was applied to sample ligand
poses while keeping the receptor fixed, except for the fol-
lowing hydroxyl groups which were allowed to rotate:
S181, C182, S186, T204, C210, and Y219. The transition
state intermediate of camostat was generated using the
Glide covalent docking (cdock) package [29] and using the
XP docking pose as the input structure. In brief, the cdock
algorithm follows the steps: (i) if necessary, remove the
proton from the nucleophilic serine; (ii) increase the bond
order between the nucleophilic oxygen (from serine) and
carbonyl carbon (from ligand) from 0 to 1, i.e., form the
covalent bond; (iii) reduce the formal charge of the carbonyl

oxygen (from ligand) to −1; finally, (iv) reduce the bond
order between the carbonyl carbon and oxygen from a
double to a single bond. In order to properly account for the
proton transfer that occurs during the formation of the
transition state structure, the proton was shifted from S441
to H296. The final step of the reaction was constructed by
deprotonating H296 to its original state following acylation
of S441 and elimination of the phenolic leaving group and
product. The structures considered are shown in Fig. 8.

Molecular dynamics

All of the MD simulation stages, unless noted otherwise,
were carried out using the SANDER.MPI function of the
AMBER 18 software package [30]. Ligand structures were
preprocessed using the Antechamber package to assign
AM1-BCC partial charges. The ligand and enzyme struc-
tures were then processed using LEaP to assign gaff [31]
and ff14SB [32] or ff15ipq [33] force field parameters for the
ligand and enzyme, respectively. The transition state and
acyl-enzyme models involving a covalent bond to S441
were defined by unique residues. The covalently bound
serine residue we first assigned Amber atom types and
AM1-BCC partial charges using the antechamber program.
Bonded terms (lengths, angles, and dihedrals) were derived
from the existing Amber parameter databases in a two-step
process. Firstly, the serine atom types were assigned bonded
terms from the standard amino acid parameters in the ff19SB
force field. Secondly, all ligand atom types were assigned
bonded terms from the gaff force field, including the para-
meters that describe the linking OS441–Cligand bond. All
complexes were submerged into a periodic box of TIP3P
water with a 10 Å buffer region. Each system was initially
minimized using the steepest descent method for 100 steps
followed by 9900 steps of conjugate gradient minimization.
This was followed by a step-wise heating procedure in
which the system temperature was gradually ramped from 0
to 300 K over 15,000 steps and subsequently relaxed over
5000 steps in which the average temperature was kept
constant at 300 K using the weak-coupling algorithm.
During both heating stages the position of all non-solvent
atoms was restrained with a harmonic potential with a force
constant of 25 kcal/mol Å. This was followed by a two-step
procedure in which the average pressure was maintained at
1 bar for 20,000 steps (using the Berendsen barostat and
pressure relaxation time of 0.2 ps), the position of all non-
solvent atoms was restrained with a harmonic potential with
a force constant of 5 kcal/mol Å. This was followed a
relaxation stage of 20,000 steps in which the pressure
relaxation time was raised to 2 ps, and only the position of
the receptor Cα were restrained with a harmonic potential
with a force constant of 0.5 kcal/mol Å. Finally, all pro-
duction runs were carried out without any restraints and
kept at constant temperature of 300 K and a pressure of
1 bar. The total simulation time for all production runs was
10 ns. In addition, we used the refined homology model
structure, obtained using the ff15ipq force field, to start QM/
MM MD simulations. The QM/MM simulations defined the
catalytic triad and the scissile bond region of the ligand as
the quantum region and the rest of the system as the
molecular mechanics region. The semiempirical Hamilto-
nian PM3 level of theory was used to describe the quantum
region. At each simulation time step, Amber calculates the

Fig. 8 Substrate, transition state (TS), and product structures and
metabolic function of carboxylesterase (CES)
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effective total energy by partitioning the system into the
QM, and MM regions, thus quantum energies are calculated
at each time step. Equilibration of all systems, in both MD
and QM/MMMD simulations, was ensured by checking the
root-mean-squared-deviation of the Cα of TMPRSS2hm
and the heavy atoms of any bound ligand, shown in Sup-
plementary Figs S6–S9.
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